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Themes (Mostly Echoing Roberto)

• Yes: Procurement should focus on 
climate change

• The public sector, at all levels, 
should lead by example
•Public Procurement can create, 

accelerate, and move markets

• SPP means internalizing (prior) 
externalities
•Overarching hurdle: the Tyranny 

of Low Prices

• Yes: Rethink HOW we 
buy

•Reimagining WHAT 
we buy = more 
important

• SAPIENS - an enviable 
model (or cross-
Atlantic coveting)

• The U.S. is not the 
EU



The U.S. is Not the EU on GPP

Brasilia, February 19, 2021: United States officially rejoined the Paris 
Agreement. On his first day in office, President Biden signed the instrument.



https://sdgs.
un.org/goals

Public 
Consciousness?

Sustainable 
Public 

Procurement 
(SPP) versus 
Green Public 
Procurement 

(GPP)

https://sdgs.un.org/goals
https://sdgs.un.org/goals




US Procurement:
Disaggregation, General Absence of Mandates

• Federal Public Procurement ($600 billion/year)

• Federal Grants* (typically exceeds procurement spending)

• Non-Executive Federal Instrumentalities

• AMTRAK (National Rail)

• Postal Service

• 50 States*

• Regional Instrumentalities (Examples)

• New York Port Authority

• Washington, D.C. Metropolitan (“Tri-State” – DC, Maryland, Virginia) 

• WMATA (light rail)

• MWAA (Dulles and Reagan National Airports … but NOT Baltimore-Washington 
(BWI) Airport)

• Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA - 7 Southeastern States)





Recently Elected Louisiana Governor:
• labeled climate change “a hoax,” wants to grow the oil and gas industry;
• filled the ranks of state environmental posts with fossil fuel industry executives; and
• previously sued the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to stop its push to better regulate emissions from oil and 

gas facilities. 



The Defense (Procurement, Acquisition) Quandary

• Historically: 

• More than 50 percent of U.S. Federal Procurement Expenditures

• Driver/Leader on Policy, Professional Development, Best Practices

• Klare:

• Artic Circle strategic anecdote

• Ladder of Escalation (includes, famine, drought, natural disaster, regional 
instability, war)

• Published before:

• Russia-Ukraine

• Hamas (Palestine)-Israel-Iran

• U.S. Department of Defense: leading carbon emitter

• Unlikely to lose in competition for access to fossil fuels

• Unlikely to see role diminish in light of global trends

• Potential expansion domestically (or through other “kinetic” 
instrumentalities)



Far greater focus on ADAPTATION than MITIGATION:

Adaptation
How do we react to the climate change that has 
already taken place (and established “the new 
baseline”) and plan for …  more, worse … 
in the future?
Mitigation

What legacy do we leave to
our children?  What will our
planet – and communities 
and homes – look like
in the future? 
(What are we fighting for?)



Comparative 
Case Study



Proposed Rule

https://www.federalregister.
gov/documents/2022/11/14
/2022-24569/federal-
acquisition-regulation-
disclosure-of-greenhouse-
gas-emissions-and-climate-
related-financial 

Still waiting….









[Rule] strengthens existing sustainable products requirements by directing 
Federal buyers to maximize their use of sustainable products and services. … 
It directs agencies to follow ... Specifications, Standards, and Ecolabels … 
recommendations regarding perfluoroalkyl or polyfluoroalkyl (PFAS) chemicals, 
known as “forever chemicals.”



V. Expected Impact of the Rule
A. FAR Part 23 Restructuring

The revisions to FAR part 23 establish a clear and simplified framework for 
the Government to communicate current requirements related to 
environmental matters and sustainable acquisition. First, non-environmental 
matters, such as drug-free workplace and banning texting while driving, are 
transferred to FAR part 26. Then, existing content on similar topics, such as 
requirements for sustainable products and services, hazardous and 
radioactive materials, and pollution prevention at Federal facilities, are 
consolidated into single subparts. These changes more clearly 
communicate current policies and procedures and are expected to improve 
agency compliance with requirements in each of these areas.

*Absence of priority or placement … e.g., FAR Part 1







Commercial Items, Specifications, 
Standards, and Ecolabels for 
Federal Purchasing  (EPA, FEMP, 
GSA FSS, etc.)

LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design) - green building rating system

http://www.usgbc.org/leed




Seeking Traction (Action, Change)
It’s Ultimately All About People

• Rules (and prohibitions) Do Not Ensure Successful Contracts
• Procurement legislation, regulation, and policy do not alone change

• Human nature
• Public procurement practices or outcomes

• Culture is Harder to Change Than Rules: Change Management is 
Difficult

• US Human Capital Institutions
• DAU (Defense Acquisition University)
• FAI (Federal Acquisition Institute)
• NCMA (National Contract Management Association)
• NASPO (National Association of State Procurement Officers)
• NIGP (The Institute for Government Procurement)





Doom versus Hope … and …  The Academic’s Role: 

• Advocacy, Awareness, Challenging Assumptions, Causing Discomfort, 
Inspiring (or Catalyzing), Saying Things Others Can’t/Won’t Say….

• Analyzing, Collecting, Explaining, Organizing, Sharing, Translating….
• Managing Despondency and Depression, Sustaining Hope



THANK YOU!

The most important thing every 
single one of us can do about 
climate change is talk about it – 
why it matters, and how we can 
fix it – and use our voices to 
advocate for change within our 
spheres of influence….
Use it to advocate for change at every 
level ….


